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Abstract 
We establish the ‘*contraction-elimination theorem” which means that if a sequent I’ * A is 
provable in the implicational fragment of the Gentzen’s sequent calculus LK (resp. of LJ) and if 
it satisfies a certain condition on the number of the occurrences of propositional variables, then 
it is provable without the right (resp. left) contraction rule. By this theorem, we get the following. 
(1) If an implicational formula A is a theorem of classical logic and is not a theorem of 
intuitionistic logic, then there is a propositional variable which occurs at Ieast once positively 
and at least twice negatively in A (e.g.. A = ((a -+ b) --f a) -+ a). (2) If an implicational formula 
A is a theorem of intuitionistic logic and is not a theorem of BCK-logic, then there is 
a propositional variable which occurs at least twice positively and at least once negatively in 
A (e.g., A = (a --+ u -P b) + a --?) h). We prove the contraction-elimination theorem by a fully 
syntactical method, which has some analogy with Gentzen’s cut-elimination. 
0. Introduction 
LK and LJ are the sequent calculi for, respectively, classical logic and intuitionistic 
logic. (See, e.g., [3] for a standard treatment of these calculi.) They were introduced by 
Gentzen to prove certain meta-theorems about the logics, and many researchers since 
have studied LK, LJ, and their variations to investigate various problems in logic. 
This paper is one of such studies. 
LJ is obtained from LK by imposing the restriction that the right-hand side of 
a sequent consists of at most one formula. On the other hand, LJ is equivalent o the 
sequent calculus obtained by removing the right contraction rule from LK (see 
Theorem 1.2). Moreover, the sequent calculus for BCK-logic is obtained by removing 
the left contraction rule from LJ (see [2]). Thus, the presence/non-presence of 
contraction rules determines the logics of Gentzen’s sequent calculi. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove a “contraction-elimination theorem” (The- 
orem 1.1): If a sequent f Z- A is provable in the implicational fragment of LK (resp. of 
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LJ) and if no propositional variable is PNN (resp. PPN) in the sequent, then it is 
provable without the right (resp. left) contraction rule, where a propositional variable 
a is said to be PNN (resp. PPN) in r * A if a occurs at least once (resp. twice) 
positively and at least twice (resp. once) negatively in r * A. As a corollary to this 
contraction-elimination theorem, we get the following: If an implicational formula 
A is a theorem of classical ogic (resp. of intuitionistic logic) and is not a theorem of 
intuitionistic logic (resp. BCK-logic), then there is a propositional variable which is 
PNN (resp. PPN) in A (Corollary 1.3). This refines a result of Jaskowski [ 1 J: If an 
implicational formula A is a theorem of classical logic and is not a theorem of 
BCK-logic, then there is a propositional variable which occurs at least three times 
in A. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 1, we present he basic definitions and 
state the contraction-elimination theorem. Moreover, we make some remarks on our 
sequent calculi and on the contraction-elimination theorem. In Section 2, we intro- 
duce novel modifications of sequent calculi, which we call “sequent calculi with *.” 
We show the relation between the sequent calculi and those with * . Then our goal is 
reduced to proving the contraction-elimination theorem for the sequent calculi with 
*. In Section 3, we prove the contraction-elimination theorem for LJ? (i.e., the 
implicational fragment of LJ with *). In Section 4, we prove the contraction-elimina- 
tion theorem for LK? (i.e., the implicational fragment of LK with *f. Both proofs are 
fully syntactical, i.e., we demonstrate a “contraction-elimination transformation” of 
proof-~gures. This has some analogy to the famous “cut-elimination” by Gentzen. 
1. Contraction-elimination theorem 
In this paper, we consider only the implicational fragments of propositional ogics 
(except in the remark (4) in this section). Therefore, ourformuEas are constructed from 
the propositional variables and + (implication). If r and A are finite multisets of 
formulas, then I’ =tr ,4 is called a sequent. From now on, letters a, b, al, b2, . . . denote 
(occurrences of) propositional variables, letters A, B, Al, B2, . . . denote (occurrences 
of) formulas, and letters r, A,T1, AZ, . . . denote (occurrences of) finite multisets of 
formulas. As usual, for example, 
denotes the sequent {A, B}uTuA + (C}uII. Parentheses will be omitted: by conven- 
tion, for example, A --f B + C + D denotes A -+ (B + (C + D)). 
We define positive and negative occurrences of a propositional variable in a formula 
and in a sequent, as follows. 
1. a is a positive occurrence in the formula a. 
2. A positive (resp. negative) occurrence in A is a negative (resp. positive) occur- 
rence in the formula A -+ B. A positive (resp. negative) occurrence in B is a positive 
(resp. negative) occurrence in the formula A -+ B. 
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3. A positive (resp. negative) occurrence in A is a negative (resp. positive) occur- 
rence in the sequent A, r 3 A. A positive (resp. negative) occurrence in A is a positive 
(resp. negative) occurrence in the sequent r =S A, A. 
Now we define four sequent calculi LK,, LK, _RC, LJ,, and LJ, _rc. 
The axioms in LK,: 
The inference rules in LK,: 
l-ad 
A,r * A 
left weakening 
r*A 
r * A,A 
right weakening 
A,A,l- 3 A 
left contraction 
r * A,A,A 
A,r a A r * A,.4 
right contraction 
r * A,A B,zI =+ c 
left + 
A,r a A,B 
A-+ B,r,Il =F- A,C r* A,A+B 
right + 
LK, _Rc is obtained by removing the right contraction rule from LK,. 
The axioms in LJ,: 
The inference rules in LJ,: 
r=B 
A.r * B 
left weakening 
A,A,T -B 
A,l- =s B 
left contraction 
r*A B,A*C 
left -+ 
A,r a B 
A+B,r,A a C r=A+B 
right + 
LK, _ rc is obtained by removing the left contraction rule from LJ,. 
Let L be a sequent calculus. Proofi in L are the finite trees of sequents as usual. In 
Sections 3 and 4, we will consider certain notions depending on the position of the two 
upper sequents of the left + rule. Therefore, we will not allow use of this rule in the 
form 
B,Il - C r * A,A 
A -+ B.r,Il +- A,C. 
We will write 
Lt-r * A 
for “r * A is provable in L (i.e., there is a proof of r * A in L),,. 
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We say that a formula or a sequent satisfies the no-PNN-condition (resp. no-PPN- 
condition) if no propositional variable is PNN (resp. PPN) in it, where “PNN” and 
“PPN” are defined in Section 0. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following: 
Theorem 1.1 (Contraction-elimination theorem). (1) If I- * A is provable in LK, 
and satisfies the no-PNN-condition, then it is provable in LK, _Rc 
(2) If r * A is provable in LJ, and satisfies the no-PPN-condition, then it is 
provable in LJ, _Lc 
We know that LK,, LJ, and LJ, _Lc are sequent calculi for, respectively, classical 
logic, intuitionistic logic and BCK-logic (see [2, 31). On the other hand, we can easily 
verify that: 
Theorem 1.2. LK, _RC I- r * A ifand only ifLJ+ k r =+ A. 
Then an interesting property of the implicational fragments of propositional ogics 
is deduced. 
Corollary 1.3. (1) Zf an implicational formula A is a theorem of classical logic and is not 
a theorem of intuitionistic logic, then there is a propositional variable which is PNN in A. 
(For example, A = ((a + b) + a) + a.) 
(2) If an implicational formula A is a theorem of intuitionistic logic and is not 
a theorem of BCK-logic, then there is a propositional variable which is PPN in A. (For 
example, A = (a -+ a + b) + a -+ b.) 
In the remaining part of this section, we make some remarks on our sequent calculi 
and on the contraction-elimination theorem. 
(1) Our sequent calculi are cut-free, and LK,, LJ,, and LJ,-Lc enjoy the cut- 
elimination theorem (see [2, 33). But LK, _ RC does not. We have a counterexample: 
(a + b) -, (a --t b) + c + a, c 
is provable in LK, _RC with the cut rule, but is not cut-free provable. 
(2) The statement of Theorem 1.1(l) cannot be generalized to “If r 3 A is provable 
in LK, and . . . “. Indeed, the sequent 
(a + b) + (c + d) + e, (d + a) + (b + c) + f * e, f 
is provable in LK, and satisfies the no-PNN-condition, but is not provable in 
LK, -Rc. 
(3) We will consider the converse of the contraction-elimination theorem. Obvi- 
ously, it is not the case that ifr + A is provable in LK, _RC (resp. in LJ, _&, then 
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r =j A satisfies the no-PNN-condition (resp. no-PPN-condition). For instance, 
a-a=-a+a 
is a counterexample. On the other hand, we have the following: 
Theorem 1.4. Zf r 3 A is provable in LJ, - Lc, then there is a sequent r’ * A’ such 
that the following conditions are satisjed: 
a r’ + A’ is provable in LJ, _ Lc. 
l r + A can be obtained from r’ * A’ by renaming some propositional variables. 
l Any propositional variable occurs at most twice - at most once positively and at most 
once negatively ~ in r’ * A’. (Therefore, r’ * A’ satisjies the no-PPN-condition.) 
Proof. Let P be a proof of r =S A in LJ,_ Lc. Then we modify P in the following 
manner: 
l If there are two or more occurrences of one axiom, then we replace each of them, 
together with their all descendants’ by mutually distinct new axioms. 
l If there is an occurrence of the left weakening rule 
then we replace C, together with its all descendants, by a formula which is obtained 
from C by renaming all the propositional variables by mutually distinct new 
propositional variables. 
Since there is no contraction in P, we get a proof P’ by this replacement. P’ is the proof 
of the required sequent I” + A’. 0 
By analogy with this, it is a natural question whether the following holds or not: If 
r * A is provable in LK, _RC, then there is a sequent r’ =S A’ such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
l r’ + A’ is provable in LK,_Rc. 
l r - A can be obtained from r’ =+ A’ by renaming some propositional variables. 
l r’ => A’ satisjies the no-PNN-condition. 
This fails, since there is a counterexample 
(a--+b)-+a,a-+b * b. 
(4) We would like to establish the contraction-elimination theorem for the full 
first-order sequent calculi, and to extend Corollary 1.3 to the full first-order logics. But 
this is somewhat problematic. For example, classical theorems 11 p -+ p, (p + q) v p, 
and 3x Vy(p(x) -+ p(y)) satisfy the no-PNN-condition. But they are non-theorems of 
intuitionistic logic. 
’ The precise definition of “descendants” will be given in Section 2 
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2. Sequent calculi with * 
To prove the contraction-elimination theorem, we will give a general way to 
transform, for example, the proof 
b=z-b c*c 
b =S b,c b,c *c 
*b,b+c a=>a c*b-+c a*a 
(b’--+c)+a Z- b,a (b2 + c) -+ a,c =P a 
b+c,(b+c)+a,(b+c)-+a * a,a 
b+c,(b+c)+a,(b+c)+a +-a 
right contraction 
b + c, (b + c) + a * a 
in LK, into a proof of b + c, (b + c) -+ a =s. a in LK, _RC. (From now on, we will use 
superscripts to identify occurrences of propositional variables in a proof.) To give such 
a transformation, we need detailed arguments about proofs in our sequent calculi; and 
for those arguments, we must make a distinction between the occurrences of proposi- 
tional variables which originate from the axioms and those which arise from the 
weakening rules in a proof. For example, b’ and b2 in the above proof have different 
natures. To substantiate this difference, we will introduce “sequent calculi with *“. 
First we introduce a new symbol *, and extend our definition of formulas by 
admitting * as an atomic formula. * is not a propositional variable, and the 
no-PNN-condition/no-PPN-condition for sequents containing * is defined by con- 
sidering only the number of occurrences of propositional variables. 
We define a binary relation < between formulas inductively as follows: 
1. *<A for any formula A; 
2. a<A if and only if A = a; 
3. A1 + A2<B if and only if ((B = B1 + B,) and (A,<&) (i = 1,2)). 
In other words, A<B means that B is obtained from A by replacing some 
occurrences of * by some formulas. 
Lemma 2.1. (1) IfA<*, then A = *. 
(2) ZfA<a, then (A = *) or (A = a). 
(3) ZfA<Bl + B2, then (A = *) or ((A = Al + AZ) and (Ai_ (i = 192)). 
Proof. By the definition of <. 0 
Lemma 2.2. < is a partial order, i.e., 
l A<A, 
l A<B,B<C implies AIC, 
l A<B,B<A implies A = B 
hold for any formulas A, B, C. 
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Proof. By induction on the length of A. 0 
When {A, B} has an upper bound with respect o < (i.e., there is a formula C such 
that A<C and B<C), then we write 
A-B. 
Lemma 2.3. (1) + -A for any formula A. 
(2) a- A ifand only if(A = *) or (A = a). 
(3) A,-+A,- B ifund only if(B = *) or ((B = B1 + B2) end (Ai-Bi) (i = 1,2)). 
Proof. Easy. 0 
Lemma 2.4. If A-B, then {A, B} has a supremum with respect to _i, i.e., there is 
u formula C such that 
. A<C, BIG, 
l for anyformula D, ifA<D, B<D, then C-<D. 
Proof. For any formulas F and G such that F-G, we define a formula Y (F, G) by 
induction on the length of F as follows: 
1. Y(*, G) = G; 
2. Y(u, G) = a; 
3. ,4C(F1 --$ F2, G) = f-1 -+f’z 
if G=*, 
~(F1,G~)+9’(F,,G,) if G = Gr +Gz. 
Note that Y(FI --) F2, G) is well defined by this equation due to Lemma 2.3(3). We can 
verify that Y(A, B) is the supremum of (A. B}. 0 
Now, we define LK$, LK$ _RC, LJ$, and LJ: _Lc, which we call “ sequent calculi 
with *“. 
The axioms in LK? 
The inference rules in LK:: 
krr,*AA left weakening 
A,B,r =+ A 
Y(A, B), r a A 
left contraction+ 
l- => A,A B,Il * C 
A+B,r,Il * A,Z 
left --t 
T*A 
r =t- A,+ 
right weakening 
r * A,A,B 
1- * A,Y(A,B) 
right contraction+ 
A,r - A,B 
r * A,A-+B 
right --* 
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+ Contraction is admitted when A--B. (Y(A,B) is the supremum just defined in the 
proof of Lemma 2.4.) 
LK*,_,c is obtained by removing the right contraction rule from LK$. 
The axioms in LJ?: 
a*a 
The inference rules in LJ:: 
krr=>“B left weakening 
> 
A,B,r = C 
Y(A, B), r =s C 
left contraction+ 
T*A B,A * C 
left + 
A,T =s. B 
A+B,r,A 3 C I-*A-B 
right -P 
‘Contraction is admitted when A-B. 
LJ$ _ Lc is obtained by removing the left contraction rule from LJ‘I. 
Example of a proof in LK*, 
b-b CJC 
b*b,+ *,c * c 
=sb,b+* a*a C=S*+C a*a 
(b-+*)+a * b,a (* +c)+a,c * a 
b+c,(b-+*)-+a,(*+c)+a 3 a,a 
b+c,(b-t*)+a,(*+c)+a *a 
b-rc,(b-+c)-+a * a 
(Compare this with the proof at the beginning of this section.) 
We introduce notation convenient for our argument. By A*, we denote some 
formula B such that B<A. In other words, A* is a formula which is obtained from 
A by replacing some subformulas by *‘s. A* is not uniquely determined for any fixed 
A except *, and we will use this notation as follows. For example, by 
A*, A*, k= A* 
A*,r-A* 
left contraction 
we mean 
Y(Ai AA r ==- A, 
left contraction 
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for some formulas A,, AZ, and AS such that Ai <A. (Note that Y’(A1, A&A.) If 
A = {B1,Bz, ,B,}, then A* denotes {B‘;‘,BF, ,Bk}. 
The following theorem shows the relation between sequent calculi and those 
with *. 
Theorem 2.5. Let L be one of LK,, LK,_Rc, LJ,, and LJ, _L,-, and let P * A be 
a sequent containing no *. Then, L k P *A if and only if (L* k- P* * A* for some 
l-* =z= A*). 
Proof. By induction on the length of the proofs. 0 
To consider the contraction-elimination theorem with t, we need some more 
definitions and lemmas. 
The rightmost atomic formula in a formula A will be called the core of A. 
Let A and B be formulas such that A< B. We define the canonical mapping 9; from 
the set of occurrences of subformulas in A to the set of occurrences of subformulas in 
B, inductively as follows: 
1. ,9;(A) = B; 
2. If A = AI -+ AZ (so B = B1 ---f B,) and C is an occurrence of a subformula in Ai, 
then .Fg(C) = F:,‘(C). 
For example, S$f~,,,,(a) = a, 9::7$,,,,,(+) = (* -+ b), and 9$7$!,b,,(a -+ *) = 
(a + (* + b)). 
The following lemma expresses the basic property of the canonical mappings. 
Lemma 2.6. Let A and B be formulas such that A< B. 
(1) C<Fg(C)for any subformula C in A. 
(2) Zf c is a propositional variable in A, then 9;(c) is the same propositional variable 
c in B. Moreover, if c is a positive (resp. negative) occurrence in A, then 9;(c) is also 
a positive (resp. negative) occurrence in B; ifc is the core of A, then F;(c) is the core of B. 
(3) 9; is one-one. 
(4) Let D be a subformula in B. If there is no subformula C in A such that F;(C) = D, 
then there is * in A such that D is a subformula in 9:(*). 
Proof. By the definition of canonical mappings. 0 
Lemma 2.7. If r = A satisfies the no-PNN-condition/no-PPN-condition, then 
P* => A* also satisfies the condition, for any P* * A*. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.6. (The canonical mappings preserve the occurrences of proposi- 
tional variables.) 0 
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Now Theorem 1.1 is reduced, by Theorem 2.5, Lemma 2.7, and transitivity of <, to 
the following: 
Theorem 2.8 (Contraction-elimination theorem with *). (1) Ifr = A is prouable in 
LK$ and satis$es the no-PNN-condition, then r* * A* is provable in LK$_Rc for 
some r* G- A*. 
(2) If r =+ A is provable in LJ? and satisfies the no-PPN-condition, then r* =j. A* 
is provable in LJ$-Lc for some r* * A*. 
Condition (1) wifl be proved in Section 4, and (2) will be proved in Section 3; and in 
the rest of this section, we give some more definitions and lemmas which will be used 
in those sections. 
Let p be an inference rule in a sequent calculus with *. We define the child of an 
occurrence of a subformula in the upper sequent of p, as follows: 
1. When p is the left/right weakening rule or the left/right + rule, then for any 
occurrence of a subformula in the upper sequent, there is a uniquely corresponding’ 
occurrence of the same subformula in the lower sequent. We define the latter as the 
child of the former. 
2. When p is the left/right contraction rule, for example, 
then the child of an occurrence in Tud is defined similarly to the case of the other 
inference rules. If A is an occurrence of a subformula in Bi in the upper sequent, then 
the child of A is .FBi y(B,,B2J(A) in the lower sequent. 
Let P be a proof in a sequent calculus with *, and A and B be occurrences of 
subformulas in P. We say A is an ancestor of B, and B is a descendant of A, if there are 
occurrences C1, Cz, . . . , C, (n 3 1) in P such that 
e C1 is A, and C,, is B; 
l G+1 is the child of Ci (1 d i d n - 1). 
Lemma 2.9. (I) If A is an ancestor of B, then A< B. 
(2) Zf u1 in r IL=, A is an ancestor of a2 in II =z- Z;, and u1 is a positive (resp. negative) 
occurrence in r =+ A, then a2 is also a positive (resp. negative) occurrence in II =s C. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.6. 0 
’ Our sequents have been defined using multisets. not lists of formulas. Therefore, to be exact, we assume 
a unique correspondence between the elements of the multisets in the upper sequent and those in the lower 
sequent. 
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If a’ =+ a2 is an axiom in a proof, and a3 is a descendant of either u’ or a2, then 
a1 =S a2 is said to be an ancestor axiom of a3. 
Let r * d be a sequent in a proof, and a’ and uz be, respectively, a positive and 
a negative occurrence of a propositional variable in F * d such that there is an 
ancestor axiom a4 =c- a3 of both a’ and a2 (i.e., a3 and a4 are ancestors of, respectively, 
a’ and a’). Then C? is said to be a partner of uj ((i, j) = (1,2), (2,l)). 
Lemma 2.10. lf AI--AZ, then for any occurrence a’ of a propositional variable in 
Y(AI, A,), there is an occurrence a2 in Ai such that F$gil,,A2,(a2) = a’ for some i. 
Proof. By induction on the construction of .Y(A1, A,). 0 
Lemma 2.11, Let P be a proof of P * A in a serpent calculus with *. Then, for any 
axiom a1 =j. a2 in P, there are two occurrences a3 and a4 in P z- A which are the 
descendants of respectively, a’ and a’; and any occurrence ofa propositional variable in 
P * A has ut least one ancestor axiom. Therefore, any occurrence of a propositional 
variable in f =F- A has at least one partner. 
Proof. By induction on the length of P, using Lemma 2.10. 0 
Lemmas 2.9 and 2.11 express basic properties of sequent calculi with t, and we will 
tacitly use them henceforth. 
In studies on sequent calculi, we always use the technique of replacing subproofs, 
i.e., replacing a subproof in a proof-figure by another proof such that the subproof and 
the latter proof have the same last sequent. In the following, we will show that more 
complicated replacement is available in sequent calculi with *. 
Let L be a sequent calculus with *, P be a proof in L, Q be a subproof of P, and R be 
a proof in L such that the number of the occurrences of formulas in the last sequent in 
R is the same as that in Q (i.e., the last sequents in Q and R are of the form 
C 1, ..I * c,, =+ Dlr...3Dn 
respectively). Then we define the substitution instance P[Q:= R] inductively as fol- 
lows: 
Case 1: Q is P. In this case, we define P[Q:= R] = R. 
Case 2: Q is a proper subproof of P, and the last inference in P is the left/right 
contraction. For example, P is of the form 
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Fig. 1 
In this case, P[Q:= R] is defined to be 
;P'[Q:= R] 
Fl,Fz,n =+ .E 
Y(Fl,Fz),n * C 
ifP’[Q:= R] isalreadydefinedand F1 -F2 holds; otherwise, P[Q:= R] is not defined. 
Case 3: Q is a subproof of P’, and P is of the form 
.P fp’ f jP 
r’ * A’ r’ =+ A’ r” j A” 
left + or 
r” 3 A” l-’ =c+ A’ 
~ por left 3 
T*A T*A T*A 
where p is left/right weakening or right + . Then P[Q:= R] is defined to be 
;P'[Q:= R] ;P’[Q:= R] ; 
IT a C’ 17’ =2 C’ rlt * A” 
P or left + n*z n-c 
:P’[Q:= R] 
rll 5 A ” n.1 * C’ 
or 
n=c 
left + 
if P’[Q:= R] is already defined; otherwise, P[Q:= R] is not defined. 
Lemma 2.12. Let L be a sequent calculus with *. Suppose that 
l P is a proof of r =S A in L, and Q is a subproof whose last sequent is 
A 1, ... > A, 3 A,+1,...,A, in P (Fig. 1); 
l RisaproofofBl ,..., B, * B,+l ,..., B, in L such that Bi<A; holds for all i where 
AI is the descendant of Ai in the last sequent r 5 A in P. 
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Fig. 2. 
Then there exists the substitution i stance P[Q:= RJ which is a proof ofr* =z- A* in L, 
for some T* * A* (Fig. 2). 
Proof. By induction on the number of sequents between (A,, . . . , A, =+ A,,,+ 1,. . . , A,) 
and (r =S A) in P. q 
3. Contraction-elimination for LJ?!! 
In this section, we show that if P is a proof of r =F- A in LJ? and if r * A satisfies 
the no-PPN-condition, then we can eliminate left contractions in P one after another. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that P is a proofufrl,, A,, . . . , A,, r =+ B (n > 0) in LJ$ and the 
core of Ai is * for all i. Then we can get a proof Q of F* * B* in LJ$ for some 
r* + B*, such that the number of contractions in Q is less than or equal to that in P. 
Proof. By induction on the length of P. We show only the following cases. 
Case 1: P is of the form 
A,,Az...., A,_;,C,D,T - B 
A,,A,,..., A,-I,Y(C,%~ * B 
left contraction 
(A, = Y(C,D)). By Lemma 2.6, we know that both the core of C and the core of D 
are *. Hence by the induction hypothesis, we get the required proof Q. 
Case 2: P is of the form 
AI,A2 ,...I A,,C,D,Il => B 
Al,A,,...,A,,Y(C,D),n =+ B 
left contraction 
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By the induction hypothesis, we have a proof of C*, D*, II* * B* where the number 
of contractions in it is less than or equal to that in P’. Then we get the required proof 
Q by contraction. Note that P’(C*, D*}iY’(C, D). 
Case 3: P is of the form 
!P’ 
AI,A z,...,kJl * C D,&+I,&+~ ,..., &1,X *B 
A 1 ,..., A,,A,+I ,..., A,_1,C-+D,12,Z =+ B 
left --f 
(A, = C --+ D). Then the core of D is *, and by the induction hypothesis for P’, we get 
the proof of C* * B* where the number of contractions in it is less than or equal to 
that in P’. So, we get the required proof Q as 
tsome left weakenings 
rt,Z* * B* 
*Y cl 
We say that an instance of the left contraction rule 
A,B,r = C 
Y’(A, B), r * C 
is essential if both the core of A and the core of B are propositional variables. 
Lemma 3.2. suppose that 
l P is a proof of A, r => B in LJ?; 
l a1 is the core of A, and b2 is an occurrence in A other than a’; 
l all contractions in P are essential. 
Then for any ancestor axiom b =z= b of b2, there exists an ancestor axiom a =F- a of a’ on 
the right of b = b (Fig. 3). 
Proof. By induction on the length of P. We show only the following cases. 
Case 1: P is of the form 
fP1 ip2 
fl*C D,Z*B 
C-+D,Ii’,.Z =+ B 
left + 
(A = C --+ D) and b2 is in C. Then any ancestor axiom of a1 exists in P2, and any 
ancestor axiom of b2 exists in P,. So the claim of the lemma obviously holds. 
Case 2: P is of the form 
Al,Az,r * B 
Y(A,, A,), I- =+- B 
left contraction 
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Fig. 3. 
(A = Y(Ar, A,)). Both the core of AI and the core of A2 are the propositional variable 
a since this is an essential contraction. Then we have the following. (1) Any ancestor 
axiom oftke core OfAi is an ancestor axiom ofa’. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.10, 
we have the following. (2) Any ancestor axiom of h2 is an ancestor axiom of some 
occurrence b in Aifor some i. Hence by (l), (2), and the induction hypothesis, the claim 
of the lemma holds. 0 
Lemma 3.3 (Contraction-elimination lemma for LJ!!). Let P be a proof ofr * A in 
LJ? suck that 
l r a A sutisjes the no-PPN-condition; 
l there is at least one contraction in P. 
Then we can get a proof Q of r* =a A* in LJ$, for some r* * A*, suck that the 
number of contractions in Q is less than that in P. 
Proof. First we show that there is at least one non-essential contraction in P. Assume 
that there is no non-essential contraction in P. Then there is an essential contraction 
( . . . *a’),( ..’ ‘+uQl 3 I3 
( ..’ + a), A =2 B 
in P. Let a * a3 and a =s. u4 be ancestor axioms of, respectively, u1 and a*. Then by 
the no-PPN-condition for r * A, the descendants of u3 and the descendants of u4 
must be united by an essential contraction in P. This means that P is of the form 
(... a5 . . . + b),( . . . ‘a6 .. . + b’),fl a C 
( 
left contraction . . . a . . . -b),n a C 
where u5 and u6 are descendants of, respectively, u3 and u4. Then by Lemma 3.2, there 
is an ancestor axiom b * b of b7 on the right of a +- a 4. By iteration of this argument, 
we have infinitely many axioms in P; a contradiction. 
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Hence, there is a non-essential contraction in P, say 
:R 
B,C,C =>D 
Y(B,C),C =e- D 
where the core of B is *. By Lemma 3.1 we have a proof of C*, C* + D* where the 
number of contractions in it is less than or equal to that in R, and then we can get the 
required proof Q by Lemma 2.12. q 
Now we can prove contraction-elimination theorem for LJ:. 
Proof of Theorem 2.8 (2). By Lemmas 3.3,2.7, transitivity of i, and induction on the 
number of contractions in the proof. 0 
4. Contraction-elimination for LK? 
In this section, we show that we can transform any proof of r =S A in LK$ into 
a proof of r* = A* in LK!!_Rc when r + A satisfies the no-PNN-condition. 
Roughly speaking, the strategy of the transformation is to lift up right contractions. 
For example, we transform the proof 
A,A,r’a B,B 
A,T * A-+B,B 
r-A+B,A+B 
l-*A+B 
right contraction 
into the proof 
A,A,T’* B,B 
A,A,T =z- B 
right contraction 
A,T * B 
I-*A+B 
transform the proof 
T*‘B,A a=a C,A’+A a*a 
A+a,r * B,a A-+a,C,A +-a 
B-+C,A+a,A+a,r,A s a,a 
B+C,A-,a,r,A + a,a 
B+C,A+a,r,A *a 
right contraction 
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into the proof 
r *‘A,B C,A+A 
B-+C,r,A * A,A 
B+C,r,A =+ A 
right contraction 
a*a 
A-+a,B--+C,r,A *a 
and transform the proof 
33 
r * A,* 
T-A 
right contraction 
into the proof 
and after all, we get a right-contraction-free proof. The precise definition of the 
transformation will be given in Lemma 4.6. 
We will use ordinals less than cow to guarantee the termination of the transforma- 
tion. Let CI and j3 be ordinals such that 
x = wnl + CO”* + ... + 09’ + k (nl > n2 > ... > ni > 0, k < CC)), 
p = mm’ +Um2+ ... +L!Y’+I (ml>mz3 ... >mj>O,l<W). 
Then a # /I denotes the ordinal 
wpl + gp2 + ... + CD~‘+J  k + 1, 
where (p1,p2, . . . ,pi+j) is a permutation of (nl, n2, . . , ni, ml, m2, . . . , mj) such that 
p1 2ppZ >, “’ >pi+j. 
We call E #/I the natural sum of (x and p. 
We define the width of a proof P as the number of occurrences of axioms in P, and 
the length of a formula A as the number of occurrences of atomic formulas in A. Let 
P be a proof in LK? of the form 
;R 
I- * A,A,B 
r 3 A, Y(A, B) 
right contraction 
and let the width of R be m and the length of Y’(A, B) be n. Then we define the degree of 
this right contraction as the ordinal (wm + n). Also we define the degree of P as the 
natural sum of the degrees of all right contractions in P. “Lifting up right contrac- 
tions” is realized by “decreasing the degree of the proof.” 
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n 
A 
Lemma 4.1. Let P be a proof of (P * 
I 
A, ir, * , . . . 
> 
, * ) in LK!i (n 2 0). Then there exists 
a proof Q of P =S A in LK!T such that (width of P = width of Q) and (degree of 
P 2 degree of Q). 
Proof. By induction on the length of P. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let P be a proof of (r * A,AI + B1,A2 --+ BZ, . . . ,A, + B,) in LK? 
(n 3 0). Then there exists a proof Q of (A,, A*, . . . ,A,, P * A,BI,B2, . . . ,B,) in LK? 
such that (width of P = width of Q) and (degree of P 2 degree of Q). 
Proof. By induction on the length of P. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let P be a proof of AI, AZ, . . . , A,, * a1 in LK?. Then the core of Ak is 
a partner of a’, for some k. 
Proof. Consider the sequence 
(r, * Jr); (r, * 4); ... ; U-m =a 4) 
of the occurrences of sequents in P such that 
rI * AI is the last sequent AI, AZ, .., , A, * a’; 
if Ti * Ai is the lower sequent of a left + rule in P, then Ti+l * Ai+l is the 
right-hand upper sequent of it; 
if Ti * Ai is the lower sequent of another inference rule in P, then Ti+ 1 =a Ai+ 1 is 
the upper sequent of it; 
r,,, =+ A,,, is an axiom. 
By induction on i, we can show that Ai is of the form {a, a, . . . , a, *, *, . . . , *} for all 
i. Therefore, the rightmost axiom r,,, * A,,, is a2 * a, and the right + rule does not 
occur in this sequence. Then, any descendant of a2 is the core of a formula in Ti. q 
Lemma 4.4. (1) Let A and B be formulas such that A<B, and c be an occurrence 
of a propositional variable in A. If B has a subformula of the form 
(C, -+ ... + C1 -F:(c)), then c is the core of a subformula of the form 
CC.* + .. . + Cf --) c) in A. 
(2) Let P be a proof of P =z- A in LK$, 17 S- C be a sequent in P, c1 be a propositional 
variable in Il = C, and c2 be the descendant of c1 in P * A. If c2 is the core of 
asubformulaoftheform(C,--+ ... --+ C1 -+ c’) in P =s- A, then one of thefollowing holds: 
l c1 is the core of a subformula of the form (Cnf + ... 4 CT -+ c’) in Ii’ =E- Z. 
l c1 is the core of a formula (not a proper subformula) of theform (C$ -+ ... + CT + c’) 
in ll +- C where n’ < n. 
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Proof. (1) Easy. 
(2) By induction on the number of sequents between r * A and n * C in P. 0 
If an occurrence a of propositional variable is the core of a subformula of the form 
(B-+ . . . 4 a) in a formula, then we say that B is a supporter of a. 
Lemma 4.5. Let P be a proof of (r * A, a’, u2, . . . , a”) in LK? (n > 1) and A be 
a formula such that the following condition holds: any partner of ui has a supporter A*. 
(We cull this condition the partner condition.) Then we can get a proof Q of 
(r* =z. A*, A*, A* > .‘.1 A* ) in LK$, for some (r* - A*, A*, A*, . . . , A*), such 
v 
that the width of Q i”s less than that of P. 
Proof. By induction on the length of P. We distinguish cases according to the form of 
P, and we show only some critical cases. 
Case 1: P is of the form 
.P’ 
r =S A,a,u, . . . . u,B,,B, 
r =S A,a’,a2, . . . ,un-‘,Y(B1,B2) 
right contraction 
where a” = ,4P(B1, B,). In this case, either both B1 and B2 are a, or one of Bi is a and 
the other is t, and the partner condition holds for the upper sequent. Then we get the 
required proof Q as 
iQ' n+l 
c 
h 
r* =a A*, A* 3 ... , A* 
r* =s. A*, A* A* 
right contraction 
7 ..., 
v n 
where Q’ is the proof obtained by the induction hypothesis. (Note that 9’(A*, A*) 
is A*.) 
Case 2: P is of the form 
!P’ 
r =z- IZ,a,a, . . . . a,B1,B2 
1- => Il,u’,u2, . . . . u”,Y(B,,B2) 
right contraction 
In this case, the partner condition holds for the upper sequent. (When one of 
Bi contains a partner of a, we invoke Lemma 4.4(l).) Then we get the required proof 
Q by using the induction hypothesis. (Note that SP(BF, Bt)<Y(B,, B2).) 
Case 3: P is of the form 
ip1 
k 
, A \ 
!P2 
I 
Il =S C,u,u, . . . ,a,B 
r h , 
C,Y * A,a,a, . . . . a, 
B+C,Il,Y * C,A,a’,u’, . . . . a” 
left + 
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where (n = k + l), (I> l), and the partner condition does not hold for this right-hand 
upper sequent. In this case, the core of C is a partner of a, and B is A* because of the 
partner condition for the lower sequent. Now we consider two subcases: 
Subcase 3.1: k = 0. Then we get the required proof Q as 
rsome weakenings 
(B+C)*,lI,Y* z- &/I*, $*.;.. ,j* 
n 
The width is obviously decreased. 
Subcase 3.2: k > 0. Then the partner condition holds for the last sequent of P,, and 
we get the required proof Q as 
A 
ZI* =d* 3 A*, . . . ,A*,A* 
rsome weakenings 
(B + C)*, IZ*, Y’* =z- C*,A*, e*, ;.. ,z$* 
where QI is the proof obtained by the induction hypothesis for PI. 
Case 4: P is of the form 
B,T * IZ,a;a, . . . ,a,C 
r j Il,a1,a2, . . . ,a”,B-,C 
right -+ 
In this case, the core of B -+ C is not a partner of any ui since this is a positive 
occurrence. Therefore, the partner condition holds for the upper sequent, and we get 
the required proof Q by using the induction hypothesis. 0 
Now we are ready to give the transformation which decreases the degree of proofs. 
Lemma 4.6 (Contraction-elimination lemma for LK?). Let P be a proofofr z= A in 
LK?! such that 
l r a A satisfies the no-PNN-condition; 
l 0 < (degree of P). 
Then we can get a proof Q of r* * A* in LK?, for some r* * A*, such that 
l (degree of Q) < (degree of P). 
Proof. Consider a lowermost right contraction in P, say 
A j Il,B,,B2 
A = ~,Y(BI,B,) 
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The multiset 17 is empty because other inference rules than right contraction do not 
decrease the number of the formulas in the right-hand side of a sequent. Now, we 
distinguish cases according to the form of Bi. 
Case 1: Bi is * for some i, i.e., P is of the form 
A aB,* 
A *B 
right contraction 
Then using Lemma 4.1, we get the required proof Q as 
A=+B 
Case 2: Both Br and B2 are implicational formulas, i.e., P is of the form 
A 3 B-,C,D-+E 
A * 9’(B-+C,D-+E) 
right contraction 
where B --+ C-D + E. Then using Lemma 4.2, we get the required proof Q as 
B,D, A’* C,E 
B, D, A * Y(C, E) 
right contraction 
Y(B, D), A =+ $f’(C,E) left contraction 
A * Y(B, D) -+ ,Y(C, E) 
right -+ 
Case 3: Both Bi and B2 are a propositional variable, i.e., P is of the form 
.P’ 
A *a,@ 
A *a1 
right contraction 
In this case, we need some preparations to describe the transformation. 
Let b be an occurrence of a propositional variable in A, and F be an occurrence of 
a subformula in A. We say that F is the maximaI-supporter-form of b if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
l The core of F is b. 
l (F is a formula (not a proper subformula) in A) or (F occurs in a subformula of the 
form (F -+ C)). 
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Now, let Y be the set of maximal-supporter-forms of partners of a’, and s and t be, 
respectively, the minimal and the maximal such n that F, + F, _ 1 --f ... + F, -+ a is in 
Y for some F,, . . . ,F,(n~O).Moreover,letC~+C~_,+~~~+C;-ra(=C’)be 
a “longest” formula in Y, and C, + C,_ 1 + ... -+ Cl + a2 be the descendant of C’ in 
the last sequent r = A. Due to the no-PNN-condition for r + A, the occurrence a2 
in r =- A is the descendant of the core of any formula in Y. Therefore, by Lemma 
4.4(2), we know that Y is of the form 
{q-b ... +C~+u,C$+ ... -+CfC+a, . . . . C$,-+ ... -+CF+u}, 
where 
s<(n,n’, . ..) n”)<t. 
Moreover, we can show that there is a formula of the form C$ + ... --t CT + a in 
An Y. This is verified by Lemma 4.4(2) when s < t, and by Lemma 4.3 when s = t. 
Nowlet A={@+ ... -CT + u}uA’, and then consider two subcases: 
Subcase 3.1: s = 0. Then we get the proof Q as 
u*u 
f some left weakenings 
u,A’* =a a 
Lemma 2.12 guarantees that this is the required proof. 
Subcase 3.2: s > 0. Then we can apply Lemma 4.5 to P’, and get the proof Qi of 
(A* +- C*,C”)fori= 1, . . . , s, where the width of Qi is less than that of P’. Let u be 
the degree of the proof 
iP’ 
A =su,u 
Ada 
right contraction 
and pi be the degree of the proof 
IQi 
A* e. C? C? 
I’ 1 
A* a CT 
right contraction 
Due to the width of Qi, we have 
81fl82# ... #P,<c! 
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Then, the proof Q is 
iQ1 
iQ2 
A* =s- CF,Cp 
A* =s Cp,C;t 
A* * CF a=a 
A* =s C$ Cf+a,A* 3 a 
.QS C:+C;‘+a,A*,A* *a 
A* =dF,C* s 
I A* =+ C: C,+ 1 -+ ... -+C‘f’--+a,A*, . . ..A* *a 
es* -+c,*_, + ... -+CF+a,A*,A*, . . . . A* =S a 
! some left contractions 
C$-+ ... -+CT +a,A’* + a 
Lemma 2.12 guarantees that this is the required proof. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.6. 0 
Now we can prove the contraction-elimination theorem for LK$. 
Proof of Theorem 2.8(l). By Lemmas 4.6, 2.7, transitivity of <, and induction on the 
degree of the proof. c] 
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